Abstract. We describe a web of connections between the following topics: the mathematical theory of voting and social choice; the computational complexity of the Maximum Cut problem; the Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality and Borell's generalization thereof; the Hypercontractive Inequality of Bonami; and, the analysis of Boolean functions. A major theme is the technique of reducing inequalities about Gaussian functions to inequalities about Boolean functions f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1}, and then using induction on n to further reduce to inequalities about functions f : {−1, 1} → {−1, 1}. We especially highlight De, Mossel, and Neeman's recent use of this technique to prove the Majority Is Stablest Theorem and Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality simultaneously.
Social choice and Boolean functions
We begin by discussing a problem concerning voting. This will motivate for us certain definitions involving Boolean functions; i.e., functions f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} (or more generally, f : {−1, 1} n → R) whose domain consists of n-bit strings. Suppose we have an election with n voters and 2 candidates, named −1 and 1. A voting rule is simply any Boolean function f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1}, mapping the voters' votes to the winner of the election. The majority rule Maj n : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1}, defined (for n odd) by Maj n (x) = sgn(x 1 + x 2 + · · · + x n ), is perhaps the most natural and mathematically elegant voting rule, but a variety of others are used in practice. Several countries (the US and the UK, for example) elect their head of state via a two-level (weighted-)majority scheme. Other countries, unfortunately, have been known to use a dictator rule: f (x) = x i for some dictator i ∈ [n]. The mathematical field of social choice is concerned with the properties of various voting rules; for a survey, see e.g. [18] .
Let's now imagine a twist on the scenario: The n voters decide on their votes, x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ {−1, 1}
n . However, due to faulty voting machines, each vote is independently misrecorded with probability δ ∈ [0, 1]. We denote the resulting list of votes by y ∈ {−1, 1} n , and call it a noisy copy of the original votes x. We now ask: What is the probability that the noise affects the outcome of the election? How does this probability depend on the voting rule f ? To answer this question we also need a probabilistic model for how the original votes are cast. We make the simplest possible assumption -that they are uniformly random, denoted x ∼ {−1, 1}
n . In the social choice literature this is called the Impartial Culture Assumption [31] . Let's introduce some mathematical notation for our scenario, using the more convenient parameter ρ = 1 − 2δ ∈ [−1, 1]: Definition 1.1. Given x ∈ {−1, 1} n and ρ ∈ [−1, 1], we say that the random vector y is a ρ-correlated copy of x if each coordinate y i is independently set to x i with probability 1 2 (1 + ρ) and set to −x i with probability 1 2 (1 − ρ). (For the more common case of ρ ≥ 0, this is equivalent to setting y i = x i with probability ρ and making y i uniformly random with probability 1 − ρ.) When x ∼ {−1, 1} n is uniformly random and y is a ρ-correlated copy of x, we call (x, y) a ρ-correlated random pair of strings. Note that this is actually symmetric in x and y; an alternative definition is that each pair (x i , y i ) ∈ {−1, We also define the noise stability of f at ρ to be
Note that in the special case f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1},
Returning to the election scenario in which the voters' votes are misrecorded with probability δ, we see that the probability this affects the outcome of the election is precisely random. A stronger, but still very natural, assumption is that f is odd, meaning f (−x) = −f (x). In the social literature this is called neutrality, meaning that the voting rule is not affected by changing the names of the candidates.
We might now ask which unbiased functions f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} maximize Stab ρ [f ] . This problem can be solved easily using Fourier analysis of Boolean functions, the basic facts of which we now recall: Fact 1.3. Any f : {−1, 1} n → R can be uniquely expressed as a multilinear polynomial,
This is called the Fourier expansion of f , and the coefficients f (S) ∈ R are called the Fourier coefficients of f . We have Parseval's formula,
f (S) g(S).
In particular, if f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} then S f (S) 2 = 1. Using these facts, the following is an exercise: Fact 1.5. Assume 0 < ρ < 1. Then Stab ρ [f ] ≤ ρ holds for all unbiased f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1}, with equality iff f is a (possibly negated) dictator function, f (x) = ±x i . Furthermore, Stab −ρ [f ] ≥ −ρ holds for all f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1}, not necessarily unbiased, with the same equality conditions. This conclusion is somewhat disappointing from the standpoint of election fairness; it says that if our goal is to choose a voting rule that minimizes the effect of misrecorded votes (assuming 0 < δ < 1 2 ), the "best" choice is dictatorship (or negated-dictatorship).
Incidentally, this is precisely the disappointment that occurs in Arrow's Theorem [6] , the seminal result in social choice theory. In brief, Arrow's Theorem is concerned with what happens when n voters try to rank three candidates by means of holding three pairwise elections using Boolean voting rule f . The wellknown Condorcet Paradox [21] is that for some f -including f = Maj n -it is possible to get an "irrational" outcome in which the electorate prefers Candidate A to Candidate B, prefers Candidate B to Candidate C, and prefers Candidate C to Candidate A. Arrow showed that the only f 's which always yield "rational" outcomes are dictators and negated-dictators. Kalai [45] gave a very elegant Fourier-analytic proof of Arrow's Theorem by noting that when the voters' individual rankings are uniformly random, the probability of a rational outcome is precisely [f ] (which also equals [f ] for odd f ). Then Arrow's conclusion follows from Fact 1.5. Kalai also obtained a robust version of Arrow's Theorem by using the FKN Theorem [30] from the analysis of Boolean functions: Any f that achieves a rational outcome with probability at least 1 − δ must agree with some (negated-)dictator on all but an O(δ)-fraction of inputs.
Just as we ruled out constant functions f by insisting on unbiasedness, we might also try to rule out dictatorships (and similar functions) by insisting that f give only negligible influence to each individual voter. Here we refer to the following definitions:
The ith influence of f is
Note that when f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} we also have
If f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} is a voting rule, Inf i [f ] represents the probability that the ith voter's vote is pivotal for the outcome. (This notion was originally introduced by the geneticist Penrose [72] ; it was independently popularized in the social choice literature by the lawyer Banzhaf [10] .) The ith influence also has an interpretation in terms of the "geometry" of the discrete cube graph: if we think of f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} as the indicator of a vertex set A ⊆ {−1, 1} n , then Inf i [f ] is fraction of edges in the ith coordinate direction that are on A's boundary.
In the interest of fairness, one might want to disallow voting rules f : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} that give unusually large influence to any one voter. This would disqualify a dictator voting rule like f (x) = x i since it has Inf i [f ] = 1 (which is maximum possible). On the other hand, the majority voting rule is quite fair in this regard, since all of its influences are quite small: using Stirling's formula one can compute
. We can now ask a question that will occupy us for a significant portion of this survey:
We can think of this question as asking for the "fair" voting rule that minimizes the effect of misrecorded votes in a noisy election. Alternatively, the case of ρ = 1 3 corresponds to asking for the "fair" odd voting rule which maximizes the probability of a "rational" outcome in the context of Arrow's Theorem.
Since majority rule seems like a fair voting scheme, it's natural to ask how well it does. For n → ∞, this can be estimated using the Central Limit Theorem:
where we say (z, z ) is a ρ-correlated pair of Gaussians if the random variables z, z are joint standard normals with E[zz ] = ρ. An equivalent definition is that z = u, g and z = v, g , where g is drawn from the standard d-dimensional Gaussian distribution γ d and u, v ∈ R d are any two unit vectors satisfying u, v = ρ. (In particular, we can take z = g 1 , z = ρ g 1 + 1 − ρ 2 g 2 .) Using this latter definition, it's not hard to verify the following old [77] fact:
Taking care with the error term in the Central Limit Theorem, one may deduce:
As a corollary, the probability of a "rational" outcome when using Maj n in a three-way election tends to 3 2π arccos(− 1 3 ) ≈ 91%, a fact known as Guilbaud's Theorem [37] .
Is there a "fair" voting rule with even higher noise stability? In 2004, Khot et al. [50, 51] conjectured the result below, stating that majority essentially gives the best possible answer to Question 1.7. A year later their conjecture was proven by Mossel et al. [65, 66] :
(Furthermore, for −1 < ρ < 0 the inequality holds in reverse and the hypothesis E[f (x)] = 0 is unnecessary.)
Peculiarly, the motivation in Khot et al. [50] for conjecturing the above had nothing to do with social choice and voting. Instead, the conjecture was precisely what was needed to establish the computational complexity of finding approximately maximum cuts in graphs. We discuss this motivation next.
The computational complexity of Max-Cut
The Max-Cut problem is the following fundamental algorithmic task: Given as input is an undirected graph G = (V, E). The goal is to find a partition V = V + ∪ V − so as to maximize the fraction of cut edges. Here we say e ∈ E is "cut" if it has one endpoint in each of V ± . We write Opt(G) to denote the value of the best possible solution; i.e., the maximum fraction of edges in G that can be cut. For example, Opt(G) = 1 iff G is bipartite.
Unfortunately, the Max-Cut problem is known to be NP-hard [48] . This means that there is no efficient (i.e., poly(|V |)-time) algorithm for determining Opt(G), assuming the well-believed P = NP Conjecture. Under the closely related coNP = NP Conjecture, we can also state this difficulty as follows: It is not true that whenever G is a graph satisfying Opt(G) ≤ β, there is a short (i.e., poly(|V |)-length) proof of the statement "Opt(G) ≤ β".
Max-Cut is perhaps the simplest nontrivial constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Rather than formally defining this class of problems, we'll simply give two more examples. In the Max-3Lin problem, given is a system of equations over F 2 , each of the form "x i1 + x i2 + x i3 = b"; the task is to find an assignment to the variables x 1 , . . . , x n so as to maximize the fraction of satisfied equations. In the Max-3Coloring problem, given is an undirected graph; the task is to color the vertices using 3 colors so as to maximize the fraction of bichromatic edges.
For all of these CSPs the task of determining Opt(·) is NP-hard. One way to cope with this difficulty is to seek approximation algorithms: Definition 2.1. Let 0 ≤ α ≤ β ≤ 1. Algorithm A is said to be (α, β)-approximating for a certain CSP (e.g., Max-Cut) if it has the following guarantee: For every input G satisfying Opt(G) ≥ β, the algorithm finds a solution of value at least α. If A is a randomized algorithm, we allow it to achieve value at least α in expectation. Note that a fixed A may be (α, β)-approximating for many pairs (α, β) simultaneously.
Example 2.2. There is a simple greedy algorithm that is (1, 1)-approximating for Max-Cut; i.e., given a bipartite G, it finds a bipartition. Similarly, one can efficiently (1, 1)-approximate Max-3Lin using Gaussian elimination. On the other hand, (1, 1)-approximating Max-3Coloring -i.e., validly 3-coloring 3-colorable graphs -is NP-hard. For Max-3Lin the near-trivial algorithm of outputting
where B is the more common "right-hand side" of the system, is a ( 
The classical statement that "MaxCut is NP-hard" is equivalent to stating that there exists 1 2 < β < 1 such that (β, β)-approximating Max-Cut is NP-hard (in fact, this is true for all 1 2 < β < 1). In the case of Max-3Lin, it is a rather astonishing fact that the trivial approximation algorithms mentioned above are best possible assuming P = NP; this is a celebrated result of Håstad [39, 40] combining "PCP technology" [28, 5, 4, 13] and Fourier analysis of Boolean functions: 
(Variants of the Goemans-Williamson algorithm that perform well for θ < θ GW are also known.)
Briefly, the algorithm works as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E), one considers the following semidefinite programming optimization problem:
Here one also maximizes over all d ∈ Z + , although one can show that it suffices to take d = |V |. Essentially, the optimization problem (SDP) seeks to assign a unit vector to each vertex in V so that edges in G are spread as far apart as possible. It's easy to see that if d is fixed to 1 (so that U : V → {−1, 1}) then (SDP) is identical to the Max-Cut problem; therefore Opt(G) ≤ SDPOpt(G) always. Surprisingly, although computing Opt(G) is intractable, one can efficiently compute SDPOpt(G). (Roughly speaking, the reason is that if we introduce real variables ρ vw = U (v), U (w) , then (SDP) is equivalent to maximizing a linear function of the ρ vw 's over an explicit convex subset of R |V |×|V | , namely the set of all positive semidefinite matrices R = (ρ vw ) v,w∈V with 1's on the diagonal.)
Thus (SDP) gives us an efficiently-computable upper bound on Opt(G). One may hope that it is a relatively "good" upper bound, and that furthermore one can prove this constructively by providing an efficient algorithm which converts the optimum "vector solution" ( U * (v)) v∈V to a good "±1 solution" (U * (v)) v∈V -i.e., a good bipartition of V . Goemans and Williamson fulfilled this hope, as follows: Their algorithm first chooses g to be a standard d-dimensional Gaussian and then it outputs the bipartition of G defined by U * (v) = U * (v), g . Using Sheppard's Formula, it's not hard to show that this establishes Theorem 2.4.
The Goemans-Williamson algorithm was originally considered to be quite complex for such a simple CSP as Max-Cut; furthermore, its approximation guarantee seemed quite peculiar. More than one paper [27, 29] suggested the research goal of improving this approximation guarantee. Furthermore, the best known NPhardness result for the problem (from [39, 81] ) does not match the algorithm. For example, it's known that (.875 + δ, .9)-approximating Max-Cut is NP-hard for all δ > 0, and the Goemans-Williamson algorithm achieves (α, .9)-approximation for α = 1 − (a notorious conjecture in computational complexity not related to Max-Cut), the Majority Is Stablest Theorem implies that there is no efficient algorithm beating the Goemans-Williamson approximation guarantee (at least for θ ∈ [θ GW , π]; see [69] for optimal results when θ < θ GW ). We remark that the while the Unique Games Conjecture is believable, its status is vastly more uncertain than the P = NP conjecture.
Let us briefly explain what the Majority Is Stablest Theorem has to do with the complexity of the Max-Cut problem. As shown in [50] , the advantage of the Unique Games Conjecture (as opposed to just the P = NP assumption) is that it makes the "Håstad PCP technology" much easier to use. Very roughly speaking, it implies that to establish intractability of beating (
2 cos θ)-approximation, it suffices to find certain so-called "gadget graphs" for the Max-Cut problem. Precisely speaking, these gadget graphs need to have the following properties:
• The vertex set V should be {−1, 1}
n . (As a consequence, bipartitions of V correspond to Boolean functions f :
• The bipartitions given by the n "dictators" f (x) = x i should each cut at least a • Any bipartition which is not "noticeably correlated" with a dictator partition should not cut "essentially more" than a Actually, it's also acceptable for these gadgets to be edge-weighted graphs, with nonnegative edge-weights summing to 1. Khot et al. suggested using the noisy hypercube graph on vertex set {−1, 1} n , in which the weight on edge (u,
when (x, y) are a (cos θ)-correlated random strings (note that ρ = cos θ < 0 for θ ∈ [θ GW , π]). Such gadget graphs have the first two properties above, and the Majority Is Stablest Theorem precisely implies that they also have the third property. It's somewhat surprising that the technical properties required for this Unique Games/PCP-based hardness result correspond so perfectly to a natural problem about voting theory.
Thus subject to the Unique Games Conjecture, no efficient algorithm can improve on the Goemans-Williamson Max-Cut approximation guarantee. In particular, this means that there must be infinite families of graphs on which the Goemans-Williamson algorithm performs no better than the guarantee established in Theorem 2.4. As first shown by Karloff [47] , the noisy hypercube graphs G also serve as examples here: Though they have Opt(G) = Before turning our attention more fully to the Majority Is Stablest Theorem, we should mention a far-reaching generalization of the above-described work in complexity theory, namely the Raghavendra Theory of CSP approximation. Raghavendra [73] showed that for all CSPs (not just Max-Cut), the natural analogue of the Goemans-Williamson SDP algorithm has optimal approximation guarantee among all efficient algorithms, subject to the Unique Games Conjecture. This theory will be discussed further in our concluding Section 7.
Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality
The Majority Is Stablest Theorem concerns Boolean functions, but thanks to the Central Limit Theorem it includes as a "special case" a certain inequality concerning Gaussian geometry first proved by Borell [17] . (In this field, the idea that Boolean inequalities imply Gaussian inequalities dates back to the work of Gross [36] on the Log-Sobolev Inequality.) To state this Gaussian inequality we first make some definitions: Definition 3.1. Let ϕ and Φ denote the standard Gaussian pdf and cdf, respectively. Given z ∈ R d and ρ ∈ [−1, 1], we say that the random vector z is a ρ-correlated Gaussian copy of z if z has the distribution ρz + 1 − ρ 2 g, where g is a standard d-dimensional Gaussian random vector. When z is itself a standard d-dimensional Gaussian and z is a ρ-correlated Gaussian copy, we call (z, z ) a ρ-correlated d-dimensional Gaussian pair. An equivalent definition is that each pair of random variables (z i , z i ) is a ρ-correlated pair of Gaussians (as defined in Section 1) and the pairs are independent for i ∈ [d]. Note that (z, z ) has the same distribution as (z , z). 
We also define the Gaussian noise stability of f at ρ to be
We can now state the "Gaussian special case" of Majority Is Stablest:
Then its Gaussian noise stability satisfies
(Furthermore, for −1 < ρ < 0 the inequality holds in reverse and the hypothesis E[h] = 0 is unnecessary.)
To obtain Theorem 3.4 from the Majority Is Stablest Theorem (at least for "nice enough" h), we use the fact that Gaussian random variables can be "simulated" by sums of many independent ±1 random bits. More precisely, we can apply Majority Is Stablest to f :
and then take n → ∞ and use a d-dimensional Central Limit Theorem. (The assumption and error dependence on the influence bound disappears, because we have → 0 as n → ∞.) Note that in Section 1 we saw exactly this limiting procedure in the case of h = sgn : R 1 → {−1, 1} when we computed the limiting (Boolean) noise stability of Maj n . Theorem 3.4 was first proved by Borell in 1985 [17] . (In fact, Borell proved significant generalizations of the theorem, as discussed below.) In 2005, Mossel et al. [66] used it to prove the Majority Is Stablest Theorem by reducing the Boolean setting to the Gaussian setting. The key technical tool here was a "nonlinear" version of the Central Limit Theorem called the Invariance Principle (see also [75] ). Briefly, the Invariance Principle implies that if f : {−1, 1} n → R is a low-degree multilinear polynomial with small influences then the distributions of f (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and f (g 1 , . . . , g n ) are "close", where x 1 , . . . , x n are independent ±1 random variables and g 1 , . . . , g n are independent Gaussians. The Invariance Principle has had many applications (e.g., in combinatorics [23] , learning theory [46] , pseudorandomness [61] , social choice [63] , sublinear algorithms [14] , and the Raghavendra Theory of CSPs mentioned at the end of Section 2) but we won't discuss it further here. Instead, we'll outline in Section 6 an alternative, "purely discrete" proof of the Majority Is Stablest Theorem due to De, Mossel, and Neeman [20] .
Let's now look more carefully at the geometric content of Theorem 3.4. Suppose A ⊂ R d is a set with Gaussian volume γ d (A) = (Geometrically, it's natural to guess that halfspaces minimize RS A (θ) among sets A of fixed Gaussian volume, using the intuition from Remark 3.2.) As shown in [54] , this corollary is quite easy to prove for "many" values of θ:
Proof of Corollary 3.5 for θ = π 2 , ∈ Z + . Let g, g be independent d-dimensional Gaussians and define z (j) = cos(jθ)g + sin(jθ)g for 0 ≤ j ≤ . Then it's easy to check that (z (i) , z (j) ) is a cos((j − i)θ)-correlated Gaussian pair. In particular, z (0) and z ( ) are independent. Now using γ d (A) = 1 2 and a union bound we get
which is the desired inequality.
Returning to Theorem 3.4, it states that if (z, z ) are ρ-correlated d-dimensional Gaussians (0 < ρ < 1) then halfspaces are the volume-1 2 sets which maximize Pr[z, z ∈ A]. In fact, halfspaces are also the optimizers at any fixed volume. Furthermore, if we generalize by looking for sets A, B of fixed volume maximizing Pr[z ∈ A, z ∈ B], parallel halfspaces are again best. These isoperimetric facts (and more) were all originally proved by Borell [17] :
where H and H are (any) parallel halfspaces satisfying γ d (H) = α, γ d (H ) = β.
(If −1 < ρ < 0 then the inequality is reversed.) By rotational symmetry we may assume H = (−∞, Φ −1 (α)], H = (−∞, Φ −1 (β)] ⊆ R and thus write the above as
arccos ρ. Borell's original proof of this theorem used the Gaussian symmetrization method due to Ehrhard [24] and was quite technical. Four other proofs are known. Beckner [12] pointed out that the analogous isoperimetric inequality on the sphere is easy to prove by two-point symmetrization [7] , and the Gaussian result can then be deduced via "Poincaré's limit" (see [19] ). Mossel and Neeman [64] recently gave a slick proof using semigroup methods, and together with De [20] they gave another proof via Boolean functions. Finally, Eldan [26] gave the most recent new proof, using stochastic calculus.
We will describe De, Mossel, and Neeman's Boolean proof of Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality in Section 6. It has the advantage that it can be used to prove the Majority Is Stablest Theorem "at the same time" (using a few technical tricks from the original Invariance Principle-based proof, including hypercontractivity). But first, we'll spend some time discussing further special cases of Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality. 2 ). We are interested in estimating Pr[g ∈ H, g ∈ H ], where (g, g ) are a ρ-correlated Gaussian pair. We'll actually take g = ρg+ 1 − ρ 2 h, where h is a standard Gaussian independent of g. To start the estimation, by definition we have
Hypercontractivity
2 ). Further, conditioned on g ∈ H we will almost surely have that g is only "barely" larger than a. Thus we expect g to be conditionally distributed roughly as ρa+ 1 − ρ 2 h. In this case, g will be in H if and only if h ≥ (b − ρa)/ 1 − ρ 2 . Under the assumption that b−ρa ≥ 0, the probability of this is, roughly again, exp(−
All in all, these calculations "suggest" that
(under the assumption that α ≈ exp(− 2 ), respectively, and assume
Indeed this theorem is correct, and it can be formally deduced from Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality. We'll outline a more direct proof shortly, but first let's discuss its content. The one-set statement (1) says that if A is any "small" subset of Gaussian space (think of α as tending to 0) and ρ is bounded away from 1 (say ρ = 1 − δ), then a ρ-noisy copy of a random point in A will almost certainly (i.e., except with probability α δ/(2+δ) ) be outside A. One might ask whether a similar statement is true for subsets of the discrete cube {−1, 1} n . As we saw with Majority Is Stablest implying Theorem 3.4, isoperimetric inequalities on the discrete cube typically imply the analogous statement in Gaussian space, by the Central Limit Theorem. On the other hand, the converse does not generally hold; this is because there are subsets of {−1, 1} n like the dictators {x : x i = 1}, or more generally "subcubes" {x : x i1 = · · · = x i k = 1}, which have no analogue in Gaussian space. In particular, one has to rule out dictators using the "small-influences" condition in order for the Boolean analogue of Borell's theorem, namely the Majority Is Stablest Theorem, to be true. However it is often true that asymptotic isoperimetric inequalities for "small" subsets of Gaussian space also hold in the Boolean setting with no influences assumption; this is because small subcubes and small Hamming balls (the Boolean analogue of Gaussian halfspaces) have similar isoperimetric properties in {−1, 1} n . In particular, it turns out that Theorem 4.1 holds identically in {−1, 1} n :
2 ), and assume
In particular, if
This theorem is formally stronger than its Gaussian counterpart Theorem 4.1, by virtue of the Central Limit Theorem. In fact, there is a related functional inequality which is even stronger; this is the crucial Hypercontractive Inequality first proved by Bonami [15] . n → R, let r, s ≥ 0, and assume 0 ≤ ρ ≤ √ rs ≤ 1. Then
(Here we are using L p -norm notation,
To recover Theorem 4.2, one simply applies the Hypercontractive Inequality with f = 1 A , g = 1 B and optimizes the choice of r, s. (We mention that this deduction was first noted, in its "reverse" form, by Mossel et al. [67] .) The Gaussian analogue of the Boolean Hypercontractive Inequality also holds; indeed, the traditional proof of it (say, in [43] ) involves first proving the Boolean inequality and then applying the Central Limit Theorem.
Another interpretation of the Hypercontractive Inequality is as a "generalized Hölder's inequality". In fact, its ρ = 1 case (corresponding to y ≡ x) is identical to Hölder's inequality (since the hypothesis √ rs = 1 is identical to (1 + s) = 1 + r). The Hypercontractive Inequality shows that as x and y become less and less correlated, one can put smaller and smaller norms of f and g on the right-hand side. (In the ultimate case of ρ = 0, meaning x and y are independent, one gets the trivial inequality E[f (x)g(y)] ≤ f 1 g 1 .)
Speaking of Hölder's inequality, we should mention that it can be used to show that Theorem 4.3 is equivalent to the following more traditional formulation of the Hypercontractive Inequality:
Writing p = 1 + r, q = 1 + 1/s, one uses the fact that T ρ f q = sup{E[g · T ρ f ] : g q = 1}, and that the quantity inside the sup is the same as the left-hand side in Theorem 4.3. Here we see an explanation for the name of the inequality -it shows that T ρ is not just a contraction in L p but in fact is a "hypercontraction" from L p to L q . In this formulation, the inequality can be viewed as quantifying the "smoothing" effect of the T ρ operator. By virtue of Fact 1.4 one can use this formulation to show that low-degree polynomials of independent ±1 random variables are "reasonable", in the sense that their high norms are comparable to their 2-norm. However we won't pursue this interpretation any further here.
A wonderful fact about the Boolean Hypercontractive Inequality is that the n = 1 case implies the general n case by induction. Indeed, for the two-function form given in Theorem 4.3, the induction is almost trivial. If (x, y) are ρ-correlated and we write x = (x 1 , x ) for x ∈ {−1, 1} n−1 (and similarly for y), then
by induction, where f x1 denotes the restriction of f gotten by fixing the first coordinate to be x 1 (and similarly for g y1 ). Then defining the 1-bit functions F (x 1 ) = f x1 1+r and G(y 1 ) = g y1 1+s we have
where we used the n = 1 case of the Hypercontractive Inequality. Thus to prove all of the Boolean and Gaussian Hypercontractivity and SmallSet Expansion theorems, it suffices to prove the n = 1 case of the Boolean Hypercontractive Inequality. In fact, by the Hölder trick we just need to prove (3) in the case n = 1. It's also easy to show that we can assume f : {−1, 1} → R is nonnegative, and by homogeneity we can also assume f has mean 1. Thus everything boils down to proving the following: If 0 ≤ ρ ≤ p−1 q−1 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 then
Note that if we think of δ as very small and perform a Taylor expansion, the above
This shows that the ρ ≤ p−1 q−1 condition is necessary, and also that it's "essentially" sufficient assuming δ is small. However, we need to actually verify (4) for all 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1. For some simple values of p and q, this is easy. For example, if p = 2 and q = 4, establishing (4) amounts to noting that 1+2δ 2 + 1 9 δ 4 ≤ 1+2δ 2 +δ 4 . This is already enough to prove, say, the Boolean Small-Set Expansion statement (2) with parameter ρ = 1 3 . On the other hand, establishing (4) for all p, q and all δ is a little bit painful (albeit elementary). In the next section, we'll see a similar problem where this pain can be circumvented. 
Bobkov's Inequality and Gaussian Isoperimetry
Here we are using the following definition:
The first equation may be taken as the definition, and the remaining equations hold assuming A is "nice enough" (for technical details, see [3, 2, 42, 1, 62, 2] ).
To get a feel for the definition, let's "heuristically justify" the second equality above, which relates the derivative of rotation sensitivity to the more naturallooking Gaussian Minkowski content of ∂A. We can think of
for "infinitesimal" δ. The last expression here can be thought of as the probability that the line segment joining z, z crosses ∂A. Now for infinitesimal δ we have cos δ ≈ 1 and sin δ ≈ δ; thus the distribution of (z, z ) is essentially that of (g, g + δg ) for g, g independent d-dimensional Gaussians. When g lands near ∂A, the length of the segment in the direction of the nearby unit normal v to ∂A will have expectation
, completing the heuristic justification of the second inequality in Definition 5.2. Incidentally, it's easy to see that the Gaussian surface area of the one-dimensional halfspace (−∞, a] ⊆ R is ϕ(a); thus we can give an explicit formula for the righthand side of (5):
Fact 5.3. The right-hand side of (5) is the Gaussian isoperimetric function,
A remark: One easily checks that it satisfies the differential equation II + 1 = 0, with boundary conditions I(0) = I(1) = 0.
The Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality was originally independently proven by Borell [16] and by Sudakov and Tsirel'son [80] . Both proofs deduced it via Poincaré's limit from Lévy's Spherical Isoperimetric Inequality [60, 76] . (This is the statement that the fixed-volume subsets of a sphere's surface which minimize perimeter are caps -i.e., intersections of the sphere with a halfspace.) Ehrhard [24] subsequently developed his Gaussian symmetrization method to give a different proof. In 1997, Bobkov gave a surprising new proof by the same technique we saw in the last section: establishing a functional Boolean analogue by induction. We'll now outline this proof.
We start with the following equivalent functional form of the Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality (first noted by Ehrhard [25] ): For locally Lipschitz f :
where z ∼ γ d and · 2 denotes the usual Euclidean norm in d + 1 dimensions. The Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality for A can be deduced by taking f = 1 A ; conversely, inequality (7) can be deduced from the Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality by taking A = {(x, a) : f (x) ≥ Φ(a)} ⊆ R d+1 . In turn, Bobkov showed that the above inequality can be deduced (by the usual Central Limit Theorem argument) from the analogous Boolean inequality:
Here the expectation is with respect to the uniform distribution on {−1, 1} n , and ∇f = (D 1 f, . . . , D n f ).
Just as with the Hypercontractive Inequality, this inequality has the property that the n = 1 case implies the general n case by a fairly easy induction. Indeed, this induction uses no special property of I or the 2-norm:
, the following inequality:
If this inequality holds for n = 1 then it holds for general n.
Now given a norm · we can seek the "largest" function J for which (8) holds when n = 1. As an aside, for the 1-norm · 1 we may take J(α) = α log 2 (1/α), and this yields a form of the classic Edge Isoperimetric Inequality for the discrete cube [38] , sharp for all α = 2 −k , k ∈ Z + . Returning to Bobkov's Inequality, the n = 1 case we need to verify is that
when J = I and α ± δ ∈ [0, 1]. Bobkov used some (elementary) labor to show that this inequality indeed holds when J = I. To see how the Gaussian isoperimetric function arises, we Taylor-expand the right-hand side in δ, getting:
Thus if take J = I, which satisfies II + 1 = 0, then the needed inequality (9) will at least be satisfied "for small δ, up to an additive o(δ 2 )". Perhaps surprisingly, this is enough to deduce that (9) holds exactly, for all δ. This was (in a sense) first established by Barthe and Maurey, who used stochastic calculus and Itô's Formula to prove that (9) holds with J = I. Let us present here a sketch of an elementary, discrete version of Barthe-Maurey argument.
We wish to show that Theorem 5.4 holds in the n = 1 case; say, for the function f (y) = α + βy, where y ∼ {−1, 1}. Let's take a random walk on the line, starting from 0, with independent increments x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . of ±δ, and stopping when the walk reaches ±1 (we assume 1/δ ∈ Z + ). We let y ∈ {−1, 1} be the stopping point of this walk (which is equally likely to be ±1). Now proving Bobkov's inequality for f (y) = α + β(x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + · · · ) can be reduced to proving Bobkov's inequality just for f (x 1 ) = α + βx 1 , essentially by the same easy induction used to derive Theorem 5.4 from its n = 1 case. This puts us back in the same position as before: we need to show that
However we now have the advantage that the quantity βδ is indeed "small"; we can make it as small as we please. By the Taylor expansion (10), the above inequality indeed holds up to an additive o(δ 2 ) error. Furthermore, if we simply let this error accumulate in the induction, it costs us almost nothing. It's well known and simple that if T is the number of steps the random walk takes before stopping, then E[T ] = 1/δ 2 . Thus we can afford to let an o(δ 2 ) error accumulate for 1/δ 2 steps, since δ can be made arbitrarily small. The Barthe-Maurey version of the above argument replaces the random walk with Brownian motion; this is arguably more elegant, but less elementary. An amusing aspect of all this is the following: We first saw in Section 3 that statements about Gaussian geometry can be proven by "simulating" Gaussian random variables by sums of many random ±1 bits (scaled down); the above argument shows that it can also be effective to simulate a single ±1 random bit by the sum of many small Gaussians (i.e., with Brownian motion).
We end this section by mentioning that Bobkov's approach to the Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality inspired Bakry and Ledoux [9, 58] to give a "semigroup proof" of the Gaussian version of Bobkov's inequality (7) (á la [8, 57] ). Specifically, if one defines
then they showed that F is a nondecreasing function of ρ ∈ [0, 1] just by differentiation (though the computations are a bit cumbersome). This immediately implies (7) by taking ρ = 0, 1. Mossel and Neeman [64] proved the more general Borell Isoperimetric Inequality using a very similar semigroup technique, and Ledoux [59] generalized their methodology to include the Hypercontractive Inequality, Brascamp-Lieb inequalities, and some forms of the Slepian inequalities. However, it was by returning to discrete methods -i.e., proving a statement about Boolean functions by induction -that De, Mossel, and Neeman [20] were able to simultaneously establish the Majority Is Stablest Theorem and Borell's theorem.
The De-Mossel-Neeman proof of the MIST
Mossel and Neeman actually proved the following functional version of Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality:
Theorem 6.1. Fix 0 < ρ < 1 and let f, g :
(If −1 < ρ < 0 then the inequality is reversed.)
This is equivalent to Borell's inequality in the same way that (7) is equivalent to the Gaussian Isoperimetric Inequality (note in particular that Λ ρ (α, β) = αβ when α, β ∈ {0, 1}). This inequality also has the property that the general-d case follows from the d = 1 case by a completely trivial induction, using no special property of Λ ρ or the Gaussian distribution; it only uses that the d pairs (z i , z i ) are independent. In particular, if (11) [20] we are back in the situation wherein (11) "essentially" holds for one-bit functions "with small influences"; i.e., for f (x) = α + δ 1 x, g(x) = β + δ 2 x with δ 1 , δ 2 "small". To see this, Taylor-expand the left-hand side of (11) around (α, β):
(Here HΛ ρ denotes the Hessian of Λ ρ .) The first term here matches the right-hand side of (11) . The second and third terms vanish, since
One can show by a relatively short calculation that det(H ρ Λ ρ ) is identically 0 and that the diagonal entries of H ρ Λ ρ always have opposite sign to ρ. Thus for 0 < ρ < 1, the matrix H ρ Λ ρ is everywhere negative semidefinite and hence (13) is always nonpositive. (The reverse happens for 0 < ρ < 1.) Ledoux [59] introduced the terminology ρ-concavity of F for the condition H ρ F 0. It follows that (11) indeed holds for one-bit Boolean functions f, g, up to the "cubic error term" elided in (12) . If one now does the induction while keeping these cubic error terms around, the result is the following: Theorem 6.2 ("De-Mossel-Neeman Theorem"). Fix 0 < ρ < 1 and any small η > 0. Then for f, g :
, (14) where d i h denotes the ith martingale difference for h,
(For −1 < ρ < 0, the inequality (14) 
for some small δ ≈ log log(1/ ) log(1/ ) > 0. The fact that we get the nontrivial extra factor
δ , which is at most δ ≈ 1 log(1/ ) by assumption, is the key to finishing the proof.
Conclusions: proof complexity
As mentioned, there are two known proofs of the Majority Is Stablest Theorem: the original one, which used the Invariance Principle to reduce the problem to Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality; and, the elegant one due to De, Mossel, and Neeman, which is a completely "discrete proof", as befits a purely discrete problem like Majority Is Stablest. Esthetics is not the only merit of the latter proof, however; as we describe in this section, the fact that the De-Mossel-Neeman proof is simpler and more discrete leads to new technical results concerning the computational complexity of Max-Cut.
Regarding Max-Cut, let's consider the closely related problem of certifying that a given graph has no large cut. As we saw in Section 2, for any graph G we can use semidefinite programming to efficiently compute a value β = SDPOpt(G) such that the maximum cut in G satisfies Opt(G) ≤ β. We think of this algorithm as producing a proof of the statement "Opt(G) ≤ β". Furthermore, the (analysis of the) Goemans-Williamson algorithm implies that the bound found by this algorithm is fairly good; whenever G truly satisfies Opt(G) ≤ θ π (for θ ∈ [θ GW , π]), we will efficiently obtain a proof of "Opt(G) ≤ ≈ .854". Assuming the Unique Games Conjecture (and P = NP), the works [50, 65] imply that there is no efficient algorithm that can in general find better proofs; e.g., that can certify "Opt(G) ≤ .853" whenever Opt(G) ≤ 3 4 . In fact, under the additional standard assumption of coNP = NP, the implication is simply that no short proofs exist; i.e., there are infinite families of graphs G = (V, E) with Opt(G) ≤ As mentioned, the Unique Games Conjecture is quite contentious, so it's important to seek additional evidence concerning the above predictions. For example, to support the first prediction one should at a minimum show that the semidefinite program (SDP) fails to provide such proofs. That is, one should find graphs G with Opt(G) ≤ 
. These facts were essentially established originally by Feige and Schechtman [29] , who also showed how to discretize the construction so as to provide finite integrality gap graphs.
(Incidentally, we may now explain that the Raghavendra Theory mentioned at the end of Section 2 significantly generalizes the work of Khot et al. [50] by showing how to transform an SDP integrality gap instance for any CSP into a matching computational hardness-of-approximation result, assuming the Unique Games Conjecture.)
Although the semidefinite program (SDP) fails to certify Opt(G) ≤ θ π for the "correlated Gaussian graphs" described above, a great deal of recent research has gone into developing stronger "proof systems" for reasoning about Max-Cut and other CSPs. (See, e.g., [32] for a survey.) Actually, until recently this research was viewed not in terms of proof complexity but in terms of analyzing "tighter" SDP relaxations that can still be solved efficiently. For example, one can still solve the optimization problem (SDP) in polynomial time with the following "triangle inequality" constraint added in:
Note that with this additional constraint we still have Opt(G) ≤ SDPOpt(G) for all G, because the constraint is satisfied by any genuine bipartition U : V → {−1, 1}. As noted by Feige and Schechtman [29] , adding this constraint gives a certification better than "Opt(G) ≤ Although this stronger "SDP + triangle inequality" proof system does better on Gaussian correlation graphs, a breakthrough work of Khot and Vishnoi [53] showed that it still suffers from the same integrality gap for a different infinite family of graphs. In other words, even when the SDP includes the triangle inequalities, these Khot-Vishnoi graphs G = (V, E) have SDPOpt(G) ≥ [52, 74] significantly generalized this result by showing that even much tighter "SDP hierarchies" still fail to certify anything better than "Opt(G) ≤ A recent work by Barak et al. [11] cast some doubt on this prediction, however. Their work showed that the especially strong "Lasserre/Parrilo SDP hierarchy" [78, 56, 71] succeeds in finding some good CSP bounds which weaker SDP hierarchies are unable to obtain. Specifically, they showed it provides good upper bounds on the optimal value of the Khot-Vishnoi "Unique Games instances" (which are, in some sense, subcomponents of the Khot-Vishnoi Max-Cut graphs). Subsequent work of O'Donnell and Zhou [70] further emphasized the equivalence of the Lasserre/Parrilo SDP hierarchy and the Sum-of-Squares (SOS) proof system, invented by Grigroriev and Vorobjov [35] . In the context of the Max-Cut CSP, this proof system (inspired by Hilbert's 17th Problem [41] and the Positivstellensatz of Krivine [55] and Stengle [79] ) seeks to establish the statement "Opt(G) ≤ β" for a graph G = (V, E) by expressing β − avg 
for some formal polynomials P 1 , . . . , P s of degree at most some constant C. Somewhat remarkably, there is an efficient (|V | O(C) -time) algorithm for finding such P i 's whenever they exist.
As mentioned, for the Khot-Vishnoi Max-Cut graphs G, the fact that Opt(G) ≤ θ π + o(1) follows directly from the Majority Is Stablest Theorem. To show that the SOS proof system can also certify this fact (thereby casting some doubt on the Unique Games & P = NP Prediction about Max-Cut), one needs to show that not only is the Majority Is Stablest Theorem true, but that it can be proved within the extremely constrained SOS proof system,á la (15) . The original proof of the Majority Is Stablest Theorem was quite complicated, using the Invariance Principle from [66] to reduce Borell's Isoperimetric Inequality, and then relying on the known geometric proofs [17, 12] of the latter. The prospect for converting this proof into an SOS format seemed quite daunting (although a partial result was established in [70] , showing that the SOS proof system can establish "Opt(G) ≤ It is to be hoped that this result can be extended to the entire Raghavendra Theory, thereby showing that the SOS proof system can certify the optimal value of the analogue of the Khot-Vishnoi instances for all CSPs. However as the Raghavendra Theory still relies on the Invariance Principle, whether or not this is possible is unclear.
Finally, in light of the De-Mossel-Neeman result, the following interesting question is open: Are there (infinite families of) instances of the Max-Cut problem G such that Opt(G) ≤ θ π , yet such that any mathematical proof of this statement is so complicated that the SOS proof system cannot establish anything better than "Opt(G) ≤ 
